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When I call dotard a "mobster," I'm not being cute. 
Or provocative. 
Or jumping on MSM's sudden embrace of what they've always known & obfuscated. 
NO. 
I'm bringing U the truth. 
Donald Trump was born into a front organization of the Genovese crime family. 
He was theirs from birth..

2/ Until Semion Mogilevich leveraged him into massive debt & took Trump Org from the Genovese, when he
rolled up all their assets. 

https://vimeo.com/238127800

The Evolution of Donald Trump and the Mob
This is "The Evolution of Donald Trump and the Mob" by Cit Journo on Vimeo, the
home for high quality videos and the people who love them.

https://vimeo.com/238127800

3/

Lincoln's Bible
@LincolnsBible

Good Morning Brave Protectors, 
U know who really needs @FBI dismantled? 
The mob. 
 
Here's 1 article & 3 vids U can share 2 help others get it. 
 
1. ARTICLE: arrest of  mobsters day after election. Note: this 
bratva took over La Cosa Nostra in 90s. 
nydailynews.com/new-york/brook…
2:08 PM - Dec 18, 2017

1,154 1,003 people are talking about this

Feds arrest nine members of a Brooklyn-based Russian crimi…
Federal agents arrested nine reputed members of a Brooklyn-based
Russian organized crime syndicate, sources said.

nydailynews.com
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Lincoln's Bible
@LincolnsBible

GUESS WHAT?! 
 
The "Russians" in #TrumpRussia are the Russian mob. 
The same Russian mob that rolled over NYC mob in '90s.  
And launders  through Trump Org. 
And funneled  into Trump campaign. 
And sent their banker to meet Jared. 
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And installed Putin. 
And own Manafort. 
 
Mob.

Lincoln's Bible @LincolnsBible
GUESS WHAT?! 
 
The President and all his kids (& his late daddy) launder money for 
organized crime. 
That's why they lie. 
And hate the FBI. 
And are afraid of Mueller. 
And shit on the courts. 
And give out mob nicknames. 
And lie down with Nazi trolls. 
And know Paul Manafort. 
 
Mob.

12:02 AM - May 5, 2018

973 605 people are talking about this
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GUESS WHAT?! 
 
The President and all his kids (& his late daddy) launder money 
for organized crime. 
That's why they lie. 
And hate the FBI. 
And are afraid of Mueller. 
And shit on the courts. 
And give out mob nicknames. 
And lie down with Nazi trolls. 
And know Paul Manafort. 
 
Mob.
11:39 PM - May 4, 2018

3,810 1,659 people are talking about this
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Lincoln's Bible
@LincolnsBible

I've reached the bottom of all research. 
I arrived here months ago. Have been digging ever since. And 
the shovel only goes sideways.  
There is nothing beneath this. 
It is the bottom. 
Everything can be traced to it. 
Every. Thing. 
'Night twitter.com/LincolnsBible/…

Lincoln's Bible @LincolnsBible
Dear @realDonaldTrump, 
Please tell us about your father, and grandfather's, ties to Lucky 
Luciano and Meyer Lansky. 
Thank you.

4:38 AM - Jan 18, 2018

975 549 people are talking about this
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Replying to @LincolnsBible
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A little obfuscation in that narrative. Always has been. There for 
a reason - so you don't see the . 
Here is the truth: Lansky was the more dangerous of the 2. And 
the brains. 
(I'll get to their side-kicks, Bugsy & Capone, in a sec) 
Want to know how La Cosa Nostra really began?
8:59 PM - Jun 2, 2018

398 159 people are talking about this
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Saying this today, so it's marked w/a date stamp. 
Will back it up extensively in weeks 2 come. 
Here it is (3-tweet THREAD): 
 
MEYER LANSKY SET UP THE GLOBAL LAUNDROMAT. 
 
It's his FRAMEWORK. 
LCN used it to launder their money from the moment he created 
it.nytimes.com/1983/01/16/obi…
5:47 PM - Jan 24, 2018

1,039 804 people are talking about this

MEYER LANSKY IS DEAD AT 81; FINANCIA…
nytimes.com
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Replying to @LincolnsBible

Let's begin. 
 
1. OCTOBER 17, 1931, AL CAPONE is convicted of tax 
evasion. Unable to convict him 4 boot-legging & murder, LE 
went after the MONEY. It was creative at the time. 
 
At this point, Lansky was focused on elevating Lucky Luciano 2 
capo. There would be no fortune w/o that.
6:03 PM - Jan 25, 2018

379 240 people are talking about this
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MOB TACTICS: Strategic Planning 101 
 
 “Gotta Move the Goods” 
- THREAD - 
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1. Organized Crime is just that. Organized...
3:43 AM - Oct 30, 2017

678 509 people are talking about this
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Replying to @LincolnsBible and 4 others

It’s time.  
 
- "How The Mob MARKS you, then OWNS you" - 
THREAD 
 
So, here’s what I’ve been studying: mob tactics.  
Why..? /1
9:53 PM - Jul 22, 2017

1,278 1,130 people are talking about this
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Replying to @b_ofrights

Harvey's mobbed-up. Always has been. Everyone knows it - has 
talked about it. Anyone in biz saying anything different is a bold-
faced liar.
1:58 PM - Oct 8, 2017

133 58 people are talking about this
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Replying to @LincolnsBible @b_ofrights

Mob. tucson.com/news/retrotucs…
1:08 PM - Mar 27, 2018

28 See Lincoln's Bible's other Tweets

Photos: Joe Bonanno Sr. in Tucson
The reputed Mafia boss and leader of one of the "Five Families" that
governed La Cosa Nostra, had strong ties to Tucson. His family

tucson.com
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Uh oh.  
The whole mob enchilada is hiding under Arpaio. 
This rabbit hole delivers... /1 
cc @JamesFourM @ninaandtito @MsMariaT @dark_wisdom_
2:14 PM - Sep 25, 2017

509 469 people are talking about this
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@LincolnsBible

Replying to @LincolnsBible

3. Mob candy for you. 
I study these sh*ts - and ALL the history. You can search my 
threads for "Lansky" for short-cuts. And you can to go 
citjourno.org for the bibliography & evidence of Dotard's mob. 
To understand Pecker/AMI's grip, these two screenshots sum it 
up.
2:55 PM - Feb 16, 2018

274 143 people are talking about this
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Replying to @LincolnsBible

24. Then, he drops dead when his son FRED TRUMP is just a 
teen. & leaves everything to his widow. 
Who has small children. 
Let's absorb that now. A prominent businessman who ran whore 
and liquor fronts in Lucky Luciano's territory drops dead, leaving 

, a widow, & young children.
7:40 PM - Jun 4, 2018

640 293 people are talking about this
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Lincoln's Bible
@LincolnsBible

Replying to @realDonaldTrump

Why is your name the first one off of Sammy The Bull Gravano's 
tongue? 
I hear he's not so impressed with your 
brain.#DumbestMobsterEveryoutube.com/watch?v=PlJvpM…
3:23 AM - Mar 22, 2018

97 55 people are talking about this

 YouTube  @YouTube
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@LincolnsBible

Replying to @LincolnsBible

2. Take, for instance, THIS mob conviction.  
Getting Gotti was possible because Sammy The Bull flipped on 
him.  
But who helped deliver Sammy The 
Bull???vanityfair.com/news/2017/12/h…
12:11 AM - Feb 24, 2018

747 364 people are talking about this

How Scared Should Trump Be of Mueller? Ask John Gotti or S…
If history is any guide, Mueller will put up with 19 murders to get his
mark.

vanityfair.com
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Lincoln's Bible
@LincolnsBible

A little more on this, you say...? 
Okay.  
 
"Dotard is a 'Bulger' Rat. " 
- SHORT THREAD -

Lincoln's Bible @LincolnsBible
Replying to @LincolnsBible

4. So, the informant gets off for their involvement - and that 
information gets sealed. 
And part of the deal is that it can never be used against them. (whew!) 
 
But guess what? They know what they did. And they also know who 
they cut that deal with. telegraph.co.uk/news/0/former-…
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1:22 AM - Mar 11, 2018

659 530 people are talking about this
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Lincoln's Bible
@LincolnsBible

Stay focused, everyone.@POTUS is a -launderer 4 
organized crime, as was his father. 
The  who swept over Trump Ent mafia partners is.../1

Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump

I had a very respectful conversation with the widow of Sgt. La David 
Johnson, and spoke his name from beginning, without hesitation!

12:45 PM - Oct 23, 2017

1,168 965 people are talking about this

21/

https://vimeo.com/243335623

All Org Charts Merged
This is "All Org Charts Merged" by Cit Journo on Vimeo, the home for high quality
videos and the people who love them.

https://vimeo.com/243335623

22/ https://cards.twitter.com/cards/18ce54mop0o/56oxw

23/ (in response to his tweet about  releasing the Fusion GPS testimony)@SenFeinstein

Lincoln's Bible
@LincolnsBible

Replying to @realDonaldTrump

You know what was in it, don't you?  
Someone FINALLY read it to you... 
SEMION MOGILEVICH!!! 
aka SEMYON MOGILEVICH. 
aka DON SEMYON. 
aka "THE BRAINY DON" 
aka THE MAFIA BOSS, WHO OWNS YOU!!! 
Thanks to Deutche Bank, floating Trump Org with his blood 
money. 
Ha! 
HAHAHAHAHAHAHA!
4:10 AM - Jan 12, 2018

95 47 people are talking about this
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Replying to @realDonaldTrump

Semion Mogilevich.
1:24 PM - Jun 26, 2017

543 298 people are talking about this
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Lincoln's Bible
@LincolnsBible

Replying to @realDonaldTrump

Lucky Luciano, Meyer Lansky, Friedrich Drumpf. 
Paul Castellano, Anthony Salerno, Fred Trump. 
Sammy Gravano, Roy Cohn, Donald J. Trump.  
SEMION MOGILEVICHyoutube.com/watch?v=r57J0j…
9:39 PM - Feb 24, 2018

327 199 people are talking about this

 YouTube  @YouTube

26/ 

Lincoln's Bible
@LincolnsBible

Re-Upping. 
I study the mob. Global network & history.  
There is no other alarm bell to ring right now.  
Trump Org is, & always has been, a money-laundering front 4 
organized crime. 
Every single NYC journalist/media reporter over 35 know this. 
MAKE THEM SAY IT. 
Mob. Mob. Mob. Mob.

Lincoln's Bible @LincolnsBible
Good Morning Brave Protectors, 
U know who really needs @FBI dismantled? 
The mob. 
 
Here's 1 article & 3 vids U can share 2 help others get it. 
 
1. ARTICLE: arrest of  mobsters day after election. Note: this 
bratva took over La Cosa Nostra in 90s. nydailynews.com/new-
york/brook…
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3:08 PM - Mar 6, 2018

1,085 741 people are talking about this

27. The bottom line. 

 
- END -

Lincoln's Bible
@LincolnsBible

Replying to @LincolnsBible

35. The framework Lansky created, and Semion stole, has 
become a monster.  
The dark money is so vast - so powerful, the underworld it fuels 
is flooding Democracy itself.  
We are in a global battle between law and lawlessness.  
Don't underestimate this moment.
9:23 AM - Apr 11, 2018

420 269 people are talking about this

CODA 
Gonna keep adding on, as I track down old threads and build new ones. 
Because, f*ck these mobsters. Ξ 

Lincoln's Bible
@LincolnsBible

Replying to @BuffaloSojourn

This is the right line of questioning for wrapping one's mind 
around what's really going on. 
 
"The Dark Money Pot: THE GRIP" 
 
- THREAD - 
 
Let's tackle the questions, in line:  
 
Q: WHY are they "laundering" it? 
A: So that they can use it without 
detection.twitter.com/BuffaloSojourn…

Sean Charles @BuffaloSojourn
Replying to @LincolnsBible

Question; if the casinos cut for washing the money was $850 million, 
how many billions in laundered money would that be?

12:56 PM - May 12, 2018

364 244 people are talking about this
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Boop.
6:58 PM - Apr 20, 2018

258 189 people are talking about this

Lincoln's Bible
@LincolnsBible

Well, this is a good time to remind everyone that the mob has 
taken over the White House - and is going to exploit & 
compromise the shit out of our LE, Judiciary, & IC. 
 
"The  MAFIA STATE" 
- THREAD - 
 
1. Exhibit F*cking A:washingtonpost.com/news/powerpost…
2:17 PM - Nov 26, 2017

746 755 people are talking about this

Trump names Rudy Giuliani as cybersecurity adviser
Giuliani, who heads a cybersecurity consulting firm, will serve as an
adviser on finding solutions to cyber-incursions in the private sector.

washingtonpost.com

https://vimeo.com/237851552

Bob Levinson Warned Us All
This is "Bob Levinson Warned Us All" by Cit Journo on Vimeo, the home for high
quality videos and the people who love them.

https://vimeo.com/237851552

Lincoln's Bible
@LincolnsBible

Replying to @LincolnsBible

12. Mobsters don't steal all that money just to let it sit in some 
offshore account. 
They want to use it. 
They need to get it out. 
They need PARTNERS. BUSINESSMEN FRONTS. 
Hedge Fund Managers, Real Estate Developers, "Lawyers" w/ 
taxi medallion businesses...
1:59 AM - May 10, 2018

793 254 people are talking about this

Lincoln's Bible
@LincolnsBible

"MOB  ETHICS" 
- SHORT THREAD - 
 
Let me tell you something about the mob (it seems obvious but 
clearly needs to be said): 
 
If you take money from the mob, they OWN you.  
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Forever.  
/1
8:34 PM - Mar 21, 2018

689 483 people are talking about this

Lincoln's Bible
@LincolnsBible

There have been two mafia/mob wars in the United States that 
have changed the landscape of organized crime worldwide - and 
shaped our nation from the underworld up, in ways we still have 
yet to fully grasp. 
 
The first is known as the Camorra war, and it set the stage... /1
1:19 PM - Jul 24, 2018

2,843 1,726 people are talking about this

Lincoln's Bible
@LincolnsBible

Oh look... wat dis? 
Did you miss it, when @SenFeinstein released it... and 
@realDonaldTrump squealed about her? 
(hehehehe ) 
Let's put some more reporting behind this... 
/1apps.washingtonpost.com/g/documents/po…
5:11 PM - Jul 25, 2018

434 316 people are talking about this

Lincoln's Bible
@LincolnsBible

Replying to @LincolnsBible

3. Guess where Semion sent his top men (thanks to his 
business partner, Robert Maxwell's passport scheme)...
7:37 PM - Apr 20, 2018

141 90 people are talking about this
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Lincoln's Bible
@LincolnsBible

Replying to @LincolnsBible

Oh boy. I found another set of Georgian brothers, thanks to an 
obscure documentary on Ivankov.youtube.com/watch?
v=e3i2F7…
12:04 AM - Apr 21, 2018

47 26 people are talking about this

 YouTube  @YouTube

Lincoln's Bible
@LincolnsBible

Replying to @LincolnsBible

5/ Don't think Mueller's all up in this for his Manafort case?  
Think again.  
And it's WAY more complicated than what the MSM is feeding 
you.  
Can you see now why there was a dotard freak-out & all-out 
assault on Lisa Page?cbsnews.com/news/these-are…
3:29 PM - Jul 30, 2018

296 164 people are talking about this

Lincoln's Bible
@LincolnsBible

Would you like to see some of my favorite scenes from the 
second, great mob war - where the Russian mob rolled up Cosa 
Nostra? 
Yes? 
Okay. Let me THREAD some screenshots, with key highlights, 
so that you can see the picture clearly...

Lincoln's Bible @LincolnsBible
There have been two mafia/mob wars in the United States that have 
changed the landscape of organized crime worldwide - and shaped 
our nation from the underworld up, in ways we still have yet to fully 
grasp. 
 
The first is known as the Camorra war, and it set the stage... /1

7:13 PM - Aug 2, 2018

357 245 people are talking about this

Lincoln's Bible
@LincolnsBible

I warned you this was coming. 
There will now be a concerted effort to normalize mobsters - the 
mafia. 
This is gas-lighting. Trump Org is, and always has been, a 
money-laundering front for organized crime. The same mafia 
family, whose roots are with Capone. /1

Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump
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Looking back on history, who was treated worse, Alfonse Capone, 
legendary mob boss, killer and “Public Enemy Number One,” or Paul 
Manafort, political operative & Reagan/Dole darling, now serving 
solitary confinement - although convicted of nothing? Where is the 
Russian Collusion?

5:14 PM - Aug 1, 2018

4,102 2,383 people are talking about this

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DjpDX1OUYAAStht.jpg

Lincoln's Bible
@LincolnsBible

Rising thought of the day:  
Maybe decoding @realDonaldTrump means seeing that he does 
have a doctrine: showcasing & validating for the world every 
tenant of Kremlin propaganda against the United States.  
 
- THREAD - 
1. Through rallies & family separation policy: the UGLY 
AMERICAN
11:16 AM - Aug 7, 2018

627 376 people are talking about this

Lincoln's Bible
@LincolnsBible

What happens when organized crime gets control over a world 
power's resources and espionage tools?
1:52 PM - Aug 7, 2018

1,046 630 people are talking about this

Lincoln's Bible
@LincolnsBible

Replying to @youputz and 5 others

TWO things are important on the Wollman Rink. 
A. HRH Construction  
B. Rubenstein (mark that name) 
 
Quick THREAD. 
This also shows you the standard we hold for our Donald-Mafia 
timeline at citjourno.org. The Wollman rink didn't even make our 
"join the hunt" page, and...
2:46 AM - Dec 27, 2017

60 49 people are talking about this

Lincoln's Bible
@LincolnsBible

Replying to @LincolnsBible

2/ I was remembering my favorite profile on Lansky - given by 
his life partner from the waist up, Luciano. 
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Lansky was always reading. He consumed literature of all kinds, 
in at least two languages. When he and Luciano were very 
young and starting their bootlegging empire...
3:20 AM - Aug 15, 2018

65 See Lincoln's Bible's other Tweets

Lincoln's Bible
@LincolnsBible

Replying to @LincolnsBible

Let me break this down for you.  
1. We know who had him killed. We've known from the 
beginning.twitter.com/JamesFourM/sta…

Jay McKenzie @JamesFourM
Replying to @JamesFourM

In 2015, Petr Aven (Alfa Bank) invited Mikhail Lesin to Washington DC 
on the night Lesin died. This was the same night Aven was due to 
collect an award from the Wilson Center? 
 
Well, that's certainly an interesting connection to make to a raid on a 
tax attorney in Dallas. Hmm.

2:43 PM - Mar 27, 2018

125 69 people are talking about this
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